
SHAKESPEARE AND RACISM ESSAY

Free Essay: William Shakespeare is the greatest playwright in the era of Renaissance of England. He was born in
Stratford-on-Avon in Shakespeare spent.

Webster's Revised Unabridged Dictionary states that a Moor is "Any individual of the swarthy races of Africa
or Asia which have adopted the Mohammedan religion Almost everybody had a problem with their
relationship. Is this the nature Whom passion could not shake? For Shakespeare, Othello's darkness is
primarily a conspiracy device. His words suggest that if Desdemona was proven false, he would cast her out of
his household. However, when Othello committed atrocious crimes because of his unfounded jealousy, those
who had previously believed him to be admirable and good condemned him, not by criticing his character, but
by criticizing his distinguishing racial characteristic: his color. Unlike Hamlet, King Lear, and Macbeth, which
are set against a backdrop of affairs of state and reverberate with suggestions of universal human concerns,
Othello is set in a private world and focuses on the passions and personal lives of its major figures. Following
the initial impetus provided by Iago, he begins to discover problematic qualities within himself and slowly
develops a new, revised version of his own character: an ignorant Barbarian who is unworthy of keeping a
relationship with a girl as honourable as Desdemona V. The real question though is which one of these issues
played the biggest role in keeping this play relevant throughout the course of time. The individuals had little
choice as to who they would marry. These characters include Brabantio, Roderigo and Emilia. In Act 1Scene
1, when Iago first tells Roderigo of his plans to take his revenge on Othello, his racist resentments are not yet
discernible. Wright and Virginia A. And precisely this kind of development is illustrated inOthello: the Moor,
who is actually a prime example for successful integration, has to endure an increasing degree of enmities and
discriminations as racist sentiments begin to emerge in Venetian societyâ€”sentiments even Othello himself
cannot resist. And last but not least, he sets official Venetian state society against Othello, who thus becomes
an outcast at all levels: domestic, military, religious, as well as societal. This was like a match made in heaven
that overcame many obstacles which got in their way. For the rest of society, he was considered a noble and
virtuous general, and his color was of little consequence. Racism persists from the opening scene till the
closing scene in this play. He started his theatrical career at the rose theatre and continued to work there until
the company had to build a new theatre. There is nothing it could not explain, no dispute it could not
illuminate. Othello makes a plea for Desdemona and tells his story which wooed her to begin with. He sees
Shakespeare's transformation of a 'barbarous negro' into a respected soldier and nobleman of stature as
'ignorant', since at the time, 'negroes were not known except as slaves. Because he is a person of color he is
treated far differently than his peers and it causes the play to move in a much different direction. Iago: a most
sinister villain? It marks a turning point: Othello has fallen victim to the same racist logic or illogic that rules
the thinking of people such as Iago and Roderigo. Meanwhile, Othello has married a white woman,
Desdemona, without her father knowing When reading or viewing adaptations of his work, the audience is
compulsively drawn into the story. He was born in Stratford-on-Avon in  Nearly every character uses a racial
slur to insult Othello at one point in the play. He sets himself the task of showing Othello quite plainly that he
precisely does not belong to them. Examples of racism are common throughout the dialog.


